
 
Antares

Reporting and Subscription Plans



LTE-M Basic Tracking with Scanning
Available on all Antares devices, sensor reporting will depend
on whether the device is sensor port option or track only.

Available on all Antares devices, sensor reporting will depend
on whether the device is sensor port option or track only.

LTE-M Basic Sensing

Reporting – how it works
The device will report the following once per day through the 
Incyt by LX App:

+ Hourly sampling of temperature and humidity accrued over last 
reporting period

+ Location data - uploaded to the platform over LTE-M 

+ Upload of BLE beacon data accrued over last reporting period 
(transmitting every 5 seconds)

Data is uploaded via LTE network with reporting through widgets 
and dashboards on the Incyt by LX App (mobile and web versions

Typical usage case
Designed to keep hourly records of temperature and humidity for 
loosely controlled environments such as cellars or workshops.

Power usage
The Antares Device can be powered through Mains Power, 
Automotive C-cable in a vehicle or through an Incyt Solar Kit. 
(Power Accessories sold separately).

Reporting – how it works
The device will report the following once per day through the 
Incyt by LX App:

+  Sampling of all included low power sensors

+  Location data - uploaded to the platform over LTE-M 

+  Perform a scan for surrounding Incyt BLE devices such as Lyra 
and upload data accrued over the reporting period via LTE-M 
(Lyra BLE beacons are transmitting every 5 seconds)

Typical usage case
Fixed install in a workshop to perform daily inventory of all assets 
in the workshop that are equipped with Lyra Tags.

Power usage
The Antares Device can be powered through Mains Power, 
Automotive C-cable in a vehicle or through an Incyt Solar Kit. 
(Power Accessories sold separately).

Basic daily sensing

LTE-M Basic Tracking  
with Scanning

Subscription cost is per month per device and is 
exclusive of GST. Please speak to us about enterprise 

pricing for high volume device subscriptions

Subscription cost is per month per device and is 
exclusive of GST. Please speak to us about enterprise 

pricing for high volume device subscriptions

* Recommended operating conditions for Antares: Securely mounted with power via a relevant source. Operating temperature range is -20ºC to +80ºC
Prices listed are for reporting plans only, device hardware is sold separately. Prices are exclusive of GST. 

AUD$12/mth

AUD$15/mth



LTE-M Pro Motion

Reporting – how it works
The device will report the following once per day through the Incyt 
by LX App:

+ Hourly sampling of device internal temperature accrued over last 
reporting period

+ Location data - uploaded to the platform over LTE-M 

+ Perform a scan for surrounding Incyt BLE devices such as Lyra and 
upload data accrued over the reporting period via LTE-M (Lyra BLE 
beacons are transmitting every 5 seconds)

With this profile, the device will also report the following behaviour:

+ Perform an immediate scan for BLE devices, resolve geolocation 
and data upload results via LTE-M when it detects motion (after 5 
mins of movement) and when motion stops (after 15 mins without 
motion) as well as reporting hourly whilst in continuous motion. 

Typical usage case
Use on vehicles to provide a range of data from other devices as  
well as fast tracking whilst the vehicle is moving.

Power usage
The Antares Device can be powered through Mains Power, 
Automotive C-cable in a vehicle or through an Incyt Solar Kit.  
(Power Accessories sold separately)

Reporting – how it works
The device will perform the following continuously through the 
Incyt by LX App:

+ Scan for surrounding Incyt BLE Devices such as Lyra (BLE devices 
are beaconing every 5 seconds)

+ Perform runtime monitoring to report on how long your asset 
was in motion and/or vibrating

With this profile, the device will also report the following  
every hour:

+ Sample all included low power sensors including indoor air  
quality if sensor present in your model (VOC)

+ Resolve geolocation and upload via LTE-M 

Typical usage case
Designed for hourly tracking of assets with an integrated power 
source, such as trucks and refrigerated trailers. It can also act as 
a gateway for us to 20 Lyra devices in use cases. 

Power usage
The Antares Device can be powered through Mains Power, 
Automotive C-cable in a vehicle or through an Incyt Solar Kit. 
(Power Accessories sold separately).

LTE-M Advanced Gateway

AUD$20/mth

LTE-M Pro Motion

Subscription cost is per month per device and is 
exclusive of GST. Please speak to us about enterprise 

pricing for high volume device subscriptions

Available on all Antares devices, sensor reporting will depend
on whether the device is sensor port option or track only.

Available on all Antares devices, sensor reporting will depend
on whether the device is sensor port option or track only.

AUD$30/mth

Basic daily tracking, sensing 
and scanning

Subscription cost is per month per device and is 
exclusive of GST. Please speak to us about enterprise 

pricing for high volume device subscriptions

* Recommended operating conditions for Antares: Securely mounted with power via a relevant source. Operating temperature range is -20ºC to +80ºC
Prices listed are for reporting plans only, device hardware is sold separately. Prices are exclusive of GST. 



https://incyt.io/pages/antares 

Want to discuss your tracking requirements  
and get the best solution for your needs? 

We can help you select the right device  
and reporting profile. Get in touch! 

(02) 9191 1501

enquiries@incyt.io


